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1. INTRODUCTION 

Seasonal adjustment is a routine activity in which 

institutions involved in policy-making and short-term monitoring of the 

economy indulge heavily. This creates an important demand for methods 

which are easy to apply to a large number of series, involving little 

input from the part of the user. With a few exceptions, XII is the 

program which presently satisfies that demando 

Often, XII is used as a black box: the series entera one way 

and lhe seasenally adjusled one exits another, with little attention 

being paid to what gass on ioside the box. Moreover, the lack of an 

underlying modol makes it difficult to analyse results. 

In coonection with another important "routine" actlv!ty 

(ferecBsting) tbe decada of the seventies wltnessed the proliferation 

of ARIMA models, B~oadly. this was the result of two faetora: first, 

the work of Box and Jenkins, which permitted their large scale use, 

and, second, the fact that ARlMA models captured well the main featur'es 

af many series. Sinca thase features are naturally relatad to tbe 

presence of trend, sBssonal and noiaa components, Lhs possibility cf 

using ARlMA models to estimate these cemponents (01:" signals) was 

appea.ling. Over the last years, ARlMA-based signal extraction has be en 

the subject of important research (see, for example, [2J, [3], [S1, 

(71, [13]). There are however few reported applications and ARlMA--based 

Bdjustment ls still far from widespread uss. 

The purpose of thís paper ls to look somewhat ca~efully into a 

real world application, where the overall trend/seasonal/irregular 

decompositian (and not simply seasonal a.djustment) is of interest. The 

application involves the monthly foraigo trade series of the Spanish 

economy, These are highly erratic series with a stochastic structure 

which is, as ",le shall sea, not t.oo distant nor te close to the one ro!:" 

which XII is thought to be roughly appropriate. 
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In the discussion two points of general interest emerge. 

First, the sensitivity of the model-based decomposition to changes in 

the ARlMA specification (which d¿ not violate the series structure) is 

analysed. This has implications for the ARlMA model selection criteria, 

when signal extraction 1S to be performed. Second, we shall see how the 

ARlMA-based method provides a framework for systematic analysis of the 

results and for comparison of different adjustment methods. In fact, in 

our application, comparison of XII to the model-based method favours 

heavily the latter. The results suggest that ARlMA-based signal 

extraction has come of age and is ready for large-scale real world 

application. 

2. rilE EXPORTS SERIES: SENSITIVITY OF rHE DECOMPOSITION TO TilE ARlMA 

SPECIFICATION: 

2.1. SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT WITH Xll ARlMA 

In order to somewhat smooth their monthly fluctuatlons, at the 

Bank of Spain the series were seasonally adjusted with Xll, in its 

multiplicative version, run once--a-year. In our comparison, two 

modifications to XII were introduced. First, since XII can be seen as 

its default option, we use XII ARlMA (hereafter, XIIA) , with an ARIMA 

specification that shall be given latero (The results, however, were 

practically unaffected when the Automatic option 1S used.) Second, 

adjustment was done concurrently. since it reduced revisiona by 

approxímately 40%. 

For reasons given in [10], the periad selected was January 74-

December 83 (T=120). The original aud seasonally adjusted series and 

the estimated factors are given in Figures 1, 2 Bod 3. SeBsonality 

seems to evolve somewhat rapidly, still no residual seasonality could 

be detectad in the adjusted series. However, from ao applied point 

of view, these present two important problsms: 
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a) Although less so than the original series, the seasonally 

adjusted one behaves quite erratically. The first two columns in Table 

1 display the annualized rates of growth of the original'and 

concurrently adjusted series: the manic depressive behavior is clearly 

presento 

b) The adjusted series is subject to very large revisions. 

Since -assuming that we are using adequate filters- the best estimate 

is the final estimate, if revisions are large, the concurrent measure 

will be a poor estímate. The third column of Table 1 displays the 

annualized rates of growth of the seasonally adjusted series for 1979 

after 4 additional years of data have become available. (In fact, the 

revision induced by the fourth year is negligible.) What was thought in 

January 79 a very small growth (well below the average) turned out to 

be very large. In February, a preliminary increase of 74~ was finally 

changed to a 37~ decrease. The rest of the months also present 

important differences between the concurrent and final measures. 

Obviously, the concurrent estimate is close to worthless. 

Perhaps it could be possible to obtain a more satisfactory 

seasonally adjusted series using a different method. It is well-known 

(see [6]) that X11 is appropriate for, series with an Autocorrelation 

Function (ACF) associated (broadly) with an ARIHA structure of the type: 

(1) 

where at is white-noise (w.n.), e(8) is a re1ative1y long 

polynomial (which implies P12 ~ .35). Perhaps the export series 

does not fit into that type. 

2.2. STRUCTURE OF THE SERIES 

Let xt denote the export series. The ACF of Zt = V12 
log xt (Figure 4) shows no indication of nonstationarity and the 
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Table 1 

Exports: Monthly Rates of Growth (1979) 

S.A. Xl1 
Original 

Concurrent Final 

Jan. -79.5 9.1 374.1 
Feb. 302.9 73.9 -30.8 
Mar. -41.0 30.4 -17.4 
Abr. -44.0 24.1 17.7 
May. 133.7 -11.2 5.2 
Jun. 45.4 205.9 115.6 
Jul. -13.6 -22.7 7.7 
Aug. -59.0 81.0 160.0 
Sep. -92.3 -81.8 -86.6 
Oct. 730. a 33.0 51.4 
Nov. 2223.1 687.6 549.8 
Dic. ·475.0 11.0 -30.6 

Exports: Estimation Results 

Model <1> 6 612 SE(~) 

A .182 - .635 
(.094) (.077) 

B - -.159 .626 
(.094) (.076) 

C .824 .688 .625 
(.167) (.217) (.078 ) 

O - .843 .641 
(.052) (.075) 

In parenthesis: SE of estimates. 
Q24: Ljung-Box statistics. 

.1421 

.1424 

.1417 

.1433 

Tabla 2 

QZ4 

20.2 

21.6 

20.1 

20.1 
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variance of Zt is smaller than that of any other differencing. (For 

example, Var Zt = .0286, while Var (VV12 log Xt) = .0413.) 

As ide from a lag--12 autocorrelation which can be capturad wi th the MA 

factor (1-6, ~ B12 ), tha only non--zera autocorrelation of z .. i s 
~¿ .... 

P1= .23, a relativaly small value. This small ION-arder 

autocorrelatian could be capturad with an AR(l) faclor, an MA(l) factor 

or with au AR~.A(l.l) for which <4>-9) ls small. Thus, le~~ting 

where a t ls w.n .• the fallawiog specifications provided similar' fits, 

a11 of them acceptable: 

(A) 

(B) 

(e) 

(l-es) -:- e 

(l-$B)Zt (l-Blb + e 
t 

If a regular AR(2) was used, $2 = O; iE ths fitted model 

was simp1y z. = b~ + e, the residuals displayed significa~t 
t ,. 

first-order aulocorrelat,lon, Finally, the modal: 

(ti} (l-BS)b, 
1:. 

ths so-called "Airline model" (see [4J), gave results rathe~ close to 

those of (Al, (8) and ce). This is not surprislng, since the likelihood 

function ls very flat in the diraction ~ = 8+.2 (sea Figure 5). Iha 

est\,matlon results are summarized in Table 2. The residuals for che 

fout' models can be taken as white--noise. Their standard error vary from 

0.1417 (model el to .1433 (modal D). However, the corre1ation between 

the estimated parameters <1; and e in (e) ls .95. 'fhus (e) represents 

a non-parsimonious model, snd a reasonable starting choice cauld be 

model (A), that ls: 

(1-.182B)~12 lag Xt (2 ) 
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This was the model used to extend the series when running Xll 

ARlKA. 

-2.3 MODEL BASED-SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT 

since (1) is not quite like (2), perhaps a model-based 

approach using (2) would provide more reasonable seasonally adjusted 

series. Burman has made available a very efficient prog~am which. 

briefly, adjusts the series in the following manner: 

Let h (x) denote the spectrum of the ARlKA modelo where x 
z 

cos w, and unit rools are allowed in the AR polynomial (see [l].) 

Then h (x) = U(x)/V(x). where U(x) and V(x) are associated with the z 
KA and AR parts of the model, respectively. The function h (x) can be 

z 
expressed as the partial fractions decomposition: 

h (x) 
z 

M (x)/V (x) + M (x)/V (x) + Q(x), 
p p s s 

(3) 

where V (x) and V (x) are associated with the trend and seasonal 
p s 

roots of the AR polynomial, respectively, and Q(x) is a constant (for 

"bottom heavy" or "balanced" models) or a low order polynomial (for 

"top heavy" models, see [5].) The first and second fraction provide the 

trend and seasonal spectrums, h (x) and h (x), and Q(x) will be 
p s 

assigned to the irregular. The decomposition is made unique by setting 

mino h (x) = mino h (x) = O, in which case the variance of the 
p s 

irregular is maximized. Finally, the seasonal component is estimated 

with the filter h (x)/h (x). 
s z 

For the case of model (A), it can be seen that the 

corresponding models for the components are of the type: 
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U(B) log St 

log ut ~ w.n. 

where ~ (B) and ~ (B) 
p s 

U(B) = 1 + B + B11 + , are 

polynomials of order 2 and 11, respectively, and c t ' bt and ut 
are independent white-noises. (Since the series has a mu1tiplicative 

structure, the additive decomposition in the model based method applies 

to the logs of the series.) 

We adjusted the export series with Burman's program using 

model (2). The results were very similar to those obtained with X11A. 
a The first two columns in Table 3 display the ACF of Yt='J log xt 

a (where xt denotes the adjusted series) for X11 and the model-based 

approach. Aside from the negative P1 -partly induced by the fact 

that the same month enters with opposite signs in two consecutive 

values of Yt- nothing much seems to remain; they both behave quite 

erratically. As for the precision of the concurrent estimate, the 

standard deviation of the revision error of Yt (multiplied by 12 and 

expressed in percent points) is 68.3 for the model-based adjustment and 

70.0 for XllA. 

Thus the model-based method does not improve the behavior of 

the seasonally adjusted series. After all, if the irregular component 

is large, it should be contained in the seasonally adjusted series, 

making them highly erratic. Also, if forecast errors are large and 

seasonality changes fast, the concurrent estimate will be unreliable. 

Hence the two problems associated with the seasonally adjusted series 

do not seem to be due to insufficiencies of the seasonal adjustment 

methods, but to characteristics of the series. Perhaps we should try to 

find a measure which does not behave so erratically and which can be 

estimated concurrently with more precision. 
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TabIe 3 

Expor:ts: ACF of I7log xr 

Lag Xl1A A C D 

1 -.46 - .45 -.44 -.44 
2 -.02 -.02 -.03 -.03 
3 -.04 -.03 - .02 -.03 
4 -.09 -.07 -.07 -.06 
5 .12 .09 .09 .09 
6 .04 .07 .06 .06 
7 -.17 -.22 -.22 -.22 
8 .19 .22 .22 .22 
9 -.03 -.01 -.01 -.01 

10 .02 .00 .00 .00 
11 -.06 -.03 --.03 -.03 
12 -.15 -.20 -.20 -.19 
l3 .08 .12 .13 .12 

TabIe 4 

Expor:ts: ACF of l7log Pt 

Lag Xl1A A C D 

1 .83 .31 .82 .94 
2 .44 -.45 .48 .82 
3 .01 -.35 .24 .70 
4 -.27 -.04 .14 .60 
5 -.31 .11 .13 .51 
6 - .18 .00 .13 .42 
7 -.01 .03 .12 .33 
8 .06 .20 .07 .24 
9 -.03 .23 -.05 .12 

10 -.22 -.08 -.24 .00 
11 -.39 -.39 -.38 -.10 
12 -.42 -.29 -.36 -.15 
l3 -.30 .14 -.22 -.17 
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2.4. TREND ESTlMATION: PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
, 

If the series is the sum of a trend, seasonal and irregular 

component: 

(4) 

where the latter is white~noise, by removing the irregular, the erratic 

behavior should decrease. Hence we shall consider estimation of the 

trend. 

A standard trend estimation procedure is to use moving 

averages, derived from LS local approximation to polynomials in time 

(see, for example, (9J.) The trend estimate provided by XII, which 

shal1 be denoted p~, implies sueh a procedure. A sequence of two 

filters is passed twice: the first filter is a symmetric [2x12] moving 

average and the seeond a Henderson moving--average (see [14J.) 

x 
The top left part of figure 6 disp1ays Pt; the first 

column of Table 4 the ACF of its monthly rate of growth. For the 

seeond half of 
x 

the period, Pt appears to be somewhat bumpy. Also 

the large negative value of P12 would be associated with a 2-year 

period effect, whose presence is undesirable in a trend. Finally, the 

standard deviation of the revision error in the (annualized) monthly 

trend's rate of growth is egual to' 8.6 pereent points. 

Similarly to XlIA, Burman's program provides an estímate of 

the trend, computed through the filter h (x)/h (x), where the 
p z 

h-functions were described in section 2.3. Using model A (i.e. equation 

(2», the estimated trend, p~,is displayed in Figure 6. The ACF of 

its monthly rate of growth appears in the 2nd column of Table 4. The 

trend behaves rather erratically with too mueh short-term variation. 

Also the standard deviation of the revision error in its month1y rate 

of growth equals 13.6 percent points. 
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x A 
Comparing Pt and Pt' the former seems preferable. In 

both cases the difference between the seasonally adjusled series and 

the trend (l.e., the irregular component) could be accepted as while 

noise. The Q-statistic for the first 12 autocorrelalions were 14.58 

(XllA) and 21.86 (mode1-based). The difference is mostly due to a 

re1ative1y 1arge negati ve value of for the model-based 

irregular (P12 = -.20). Also, ths variance of the XIIA irregular ls 

larger. 

2.5. SERIES COMPATIBLE MODELS 

For lhe case of the seasonally adjusted series, both 

approaches yielded similar results. Vle concluded that the problems wer'a 

related to lhe properlies of the series. However, when estimaling the 

treud, lhe two methods difer substantially. Perhaps the poor 

performance oí:' lhe model-based approach i s due lo inadequac ies in thE, 

modelo Thus w€! are int-eresled :n determining haw sensitiim the 

estimated components are to changes in the ARlMA specificatíon. 

Of course, it would not maka sense to use an ARlMA hlodel not 

in agreement with the time sedes in quesUon. But, as we saw in 

Section 2.2, there are several ARlMA spedfications thal are 

approximately equally compatible with the series. This is a not 

unusual: often, the limitations of the sample do not permit lo assert 

that one and only one specificalion is acceptable. We shall refer to 

this (1oosely defined) group of models which are compatible wit.h a 

given series as the group of "series compatible" models. This group may 

include slightly non-pacsimonious models, with very large 

autocorrelation between parameter estimates, or with sorne parameter 

whose estimate is not quite significanl. The models in this group will 

basical1y satisfy three conditions: 
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a) they provide clean residual ACF, 

b) the residual variances are of a similar 

(approximately minimum) size, and 

c) they provide similar forecasts. 

2.6. SENSITIVITY OF THE DECOMPOSITION TO CHANGES IN ARlMA 

SPECIFICATION. 

In section 2.2 we discussed the estimation results of several 

models. Since our objective is to remove white-noise irregular, we 

shall not consider B, which -being "top heavy"- yields an 

autocorrelated irregular (see section 2.3.). A, C and D produced 

white--noise residuals which were in fact quite close (Figure 7). The 

residual variance for D was slightly larger, though the difference was 

in the order of only 1~. As for the forecasts, Figure 8 displays the 

12-period ahead forecast functions. They are practically 

indistinguishable. In fact, the standard deviation of the one-period 

ahead forecast error for 1983 was slightly smaller for models C and D, 

although the difference was in all cases smaller than 2%. Since the 

three models provide similar fits and forecasts, they are "series 

compatible". Does this imply that the way they decompose into trend, 

seasonal and irregular is also similar? 

If XII ARlMA is used, since the ARlMA model only influences 

the last years of the éstimation period, and since the differences 

among the forecasts are very small, the decomposition is practically 

unaffected. We compare next the model-based trend-seasonal-irregular 

decomposition of A, e and D. 

a) Seasonally Adiusted Series 

Figure 9 displays 

range O $ ~ ~ ~, and Table 3 

the three spectrums h (cos~) for the 
s 

(last three columns) shows the ACF of 
a 

Q log Xt' The seasonally adjusted series are very much alike. 
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Exports: Residuals for Models A, e, D 
Figure 7 
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Exports: hs (w) for Models A, e, D 
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This, after all, is not surprising, since the seasonal factors in the 

multiplicative ARIHA specification are in a11 cases approximate1y the 

same (an IHA (1,1)12 structure, with 912 ~ .6.) 

b) Trend 

The second, third and fourth co1umn of Table 4 present the ACF 

of V log Pt; they differ marked1y. The three estimated trends are 

shown in Figure 6: model A produces the most erratic one, while model D' 

produces the smoothest one. 

We mentioned earlier that the size of the revision in the 

concurrent estimate is of applied interest, since it is an indication 

of how reliable measures of the present evolution can be. Revisions 

were computed for the annua1ized monthly rate of growth of Pt for the 

years 1979 and 1980, after three years of additional data have become 

avai1ab1e. In all cases, the means cou1d be assumed zero and the 

standard deviations were the fol1owing (expressed in percent points>: 

Table 5 

Model A C D XllA 

13.58 3.76 2.45 8.60 

Thus the trends obtained for C and D represent a large 

improvement in the precision of the concurrent estimate, when compared 

with those obtained for A and XI1A. 
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eomparison of h (cos w) 
p 

-Figure 10- is particularly 

revealing. Hodel A contains a much larger contribution of frequencies 

not associated with a trend than D (e stands in between). The effect of 

the ARlMA specification on the trend spectrum is illustrated with a 4th 

example: If a second AR parameter is added to A, the estimated AR(2) 

polynomial is: 

<I>{B) 1-.l80B-.079B2 

( .095) (. 095) 

(5 ) 

where the numbers below are the corresponding standard errors. Thus 

<1>2 ~ O. Reestimating the model setting <1>2 = O yields, as we 

saw, (1-.182B). If the AR(2) specification is nevertheless used, the 

residuals and forecasts are practically unaffected. However h (x) 
p 

becomes the dotted line in Figure 10. It differs substantially from 

that of model A. The difference between them becomes apparent if (5) is 

factorized, which gives: 

<I>(B) (1-.380B)(1+.20SB) 

The first factor implies a root larger than .182, hence it 

accounts for the steeper decline in h (x) for the AR(2) modelo Also, 
p 

the second factor implies a peak in the spectrum for w = ~, as seen 

in the figure. 

c) Irregular 

Table 6 displays the AeF of the three estimated irregulars (in 

lc-gs). Except for a negative seasonal auto~orrelation, they are close 

to that of white-noise. Since the irregular is co~puted as the 

residual, after the seasonal and trend have been estimated and removed 

from the series, its spectrum will display dips for seasonal and 

low-frequencies. This can explain the negative values of P12 and 

P1 . The standard deviation of the three irregulars are .0719 for 

model A, .0837 for model e, and .0857 for model D. 
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Table 6 

ACF of Irregular (1og Ut) 

A C O X11A(1 ) 

-.09 -.08 -.02 -.10 
.07 -.11 -.09 -.19 
.03 -.11 -.11 -.22 
.00 -.08 -.09 -.19 
.13 .09 .07 .06 
.10 .05 .03 .06 

-.12 -.11 -.11 -.06 
.23 .22 .20 .27 
.01 

I 

.06 .03 .11 
-.01 -.05 -.08 -.04 
-.08 -.17 -.21 -.19 
-.20 -.25 -.26 -.31 

.08 .10 .07 .14 

36.1 40.7 37.7 43.3 

Figure 11 

Imparts: ACF af V lag mt 

K 
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d) The Preferred Decomposition 

Of the three models, D removes more irregular variation and 

provides a smoother trend. Since the seasonality removed was pretty 

much the same in the three cases, D is the model which provides a more 

satisfactory decomposition. It seems also preferable to XllA; in 

particular, the trend is also smoother and has smaller revisions (see 

Table 5). 

However, the model-based extraction consisted only of linear 

filters, while XIIA was used under the standard option for outliers. If 

only the linear filters are used (and no outlier treatment is 

performed), the trend obtained with XIIA becomes smoother. still, it is 

not as smooth as P~ and is subject to larger revisions (0=4.04). 

Moreover, the irregular deteriorated strongly, as shown by its ACF, 

displayed in the last column of Table 6. 

Therefore, the model--based method (us ing Burman • s program) 

applied to the specification D clearly provides the best decomposition 

among the ones we have considered. 

e) w-weights versus AR factors 

One could think that the sensitivity of the components to the 

overall ARlMA specification may not be a property of ARlMA models, but 

rather a property of the particular decomposition used. 

Let the models for the components be, in general, 

~p(B) Pt = ap(B) c t and ~s(B) St = as(B) bt , 

where the trend and seasonal AR operators do not share a common root (a 

most sensible assumption), and ut is white-noise. Then, from (4), it 

is easily seen that the AR operator in the ARlMA express ion for Zt 

is: ~(B) = ~ (B) ~ (B). Thus, given ~(B), the allocation of 
p s 

its root to ~ (B) and ~ (B) is, in all our examples, unique: a 
p s 
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root of the type l-~B (with O < ~ < l) will be assigned to the 

trend¡ the roots of U(B} to the seasonal. Hence, given the overall 

model, the only unknown parameters of the components' models are those 

in G (B), G (B) and the variances of the componentt 
p c 

innovations. It can be seen that fixing a2 then all parameters 
u 

are uniquely determined. In fact, from results in [7], maximizing 

a2 (subject to the constraint that a2 and ab2 are 
u c 

nonnegative) identifies uniquely the components' models. The 

decomposition obtained in this case is called "canonical", and its 

properties and virtues are discussed in [2], [7] and [11]. In 

particular, the components of any other admissible decomposition (with 

a~ ~ O) can be expressed as the canonical components plus 

superimposed noise. 

Hence, given the overall ARIKA model for Zt and requiring 

ut to be white-noise as large as possible, for the models we have 

discussed, no other {sensible} decomposition of the type Zt = Pt + 

St + ut seems possible. 

The sensitivity of the decomposition to changes in the ARIKA 

specification -within the set of series-compatible models- can be 

heuristically explained in the following manner: Let the ARIKA model 

for Zt be: ~(B}Zt = 6(B) at ,which can also be expressed 

as: Zt = w(B} atO The series-compatible models could be taken 

to be the ones with similar w-weights. However, expressing w(B) as 

6(B}/~(B}, similar w(B}'s may imply considerably different ~(B) 

polynomials (models A and C provide a clear illustration.) Since the AR 

roots of ~(B) dominate the spectrum of Pt and St' it follows 

that series compatible models may yield fairly different decompositions. 

2.7. A COHKENT ON ARIKA SPECIFICATION 

In applied analysis, whatever the method used for tentative 

identification, the selection of an ARIKA model depends ultimately on 
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two faetors: the quality of the pre--whitening aehieved aud lhe aecuraey 

of forecasts. Ihis simply reflects lhe Eaet that pre-whitening and 

foreeasting have been the most imporlant applications of ARIMA models. 

In our diseussion, we have seen that models whieh diEfer 

liltle in terms of fits or foreeasta may provide remarkably different 

decompositions. In particular, we foeussed on ehanges in lhe "regular" 

strueture which yielded, in all cases, reasonable speeifieations to 

aceount for the small low-order autocorrelation present in Yi;' Tha 

differenees in the estlmated components were particularly Dotleeable 

for the trend. Therefore, when signal extraction (likely, on top of 

forecasting) is to be performed, the· usual eriterla for ARIMA model 

selection may be innapropriate. Attention should be paid to the way tha 

model "decomposes". Useful (and easy to compute) tools in this respect 

are, fol:' example, the frequency domain reprssentatioD of lhs saasonal 

and t::end modela, which are implied by ths overall ARlMA, afia the ACF 

of the estimated irregular. 

A reasonable model selection strategy would, from lhs sat of 

series-compatible models, pick up tbe ane which yields the best 

decompositi.on. In GU!:' application, this led liS to an "Airline model" 

specification, which is known to decompose nicely (see [7]). 

This way of proceeding somewhat. combln,,~s the two alternative 

approaches to signal extraction. One Df them (exemplified by XII) ls lo 

use "ad hoe" fllters for the signal, with desirable properties, Bt the 

risk of violating ths series stochastic structure. The other approach 

models the series first~ and from thiz derives the ied f11ter.~~1; 

t-hat r.he 1. imi tat i ona imposed by the s amp le informa ti ay:, and i:.he 

arge sensitivity of the ffiode1.-based 

an 21T\.ple rocm~ {(JE' 

signal • within tha 1St of series-compatible modela. 
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3. THE IMPORTS SERIES: COMPARISON WITa XII 

3,1, STRUCTURE OF THE SERIES 

Similarly to the exports series, the imports one (which shall 

be denotad ml ' iB subject to highly erratic monthly swings. There is 

however ao imporlant difference between the two:while the transformation 

'ii log 
12 

seemed close to statlonarity for the exports series, 

in lhs case cE imports ths ACF cf Yt = q log mt (Figure 11) dOBa 

Dol indicate lhe need for any additlonal differencing. In particular, 

= .09 so that little seasonality BeeIDB to be presento However, 

allhough small, lhe values of P12k (k=1,2,3,4) are al1 positiva, 

suggesting directly the ACF of an lMA(l,l) •. ~, with a positive le.rge 
.l.,;! 

V·'ll""· for '" <. •• .:: -'.". "'12' 

Somewhai:. sirnmetcical1y to the dl.cussíon in t..he previous 

section, using a multiplicr.tive ARlMA model and fixing the regulr.r part 

clS an lMA(l,l), lhe smill1 seasonal autocorrelation can be captur'ed with 

8.i1 ARMA<1,l)lZ' Ihe likellhood funcUo" cE lhs associated 4>12 and 

8 12 parameter's is shown in Figure 12. Even more so than in ths 

Bxport case, lhs Airline model suggest iteelf as a reasonable 

specif callan. (Notice that ths choice of dlfferent val~es oE 

will also affecí: the trend, slnce (1-4>," 
J-¿ 

) will imp1y 

diEferent peaka in the spect~um fo~ w = O. Iba differences however 

are likely to be small. Since the trend root in 
12 . 1/12 

l3 -) i s l<-'Í?B), when' '1> = 4>12 ,even when 4>12 i s 

small, I will te close to 1.) 

The estimated model WRS: 

(1-.732 8)(1-.893 B12 ) 

(1-4> 
12 

( 6) 

with l:;ile standard er"ror: of 0ot:1 perameter estímates clase to .06, 
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Figure 12 
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The residuals are clean (see Figure 13) and, for example, Q(24} = 23.0. 

Since 912 is close to 1, one could think of using seasonal dummy 

variables. Regression models with such variables showed however few 

significant coefficients for the seasonal dummies and considerable 

variation within the sample perlod (see [10]). 

Thus comparison of the exports and inlports series indieates 

that the latter has a less stable trend and a more stable seasonal. 

Moreover, seasonality in the imports series is of relatively less 

importance. It is of interest that the Airline speeification is 

flexible enough to capture the two different behaviors. 

3.2. ESTIMATION OF COMPONENTS WITH XII. 

We consider the 
a 

seasonally adjusted series (mt ), trend 

(Pt) and irregular (u t ) estimated with the multiplicative version 

of Xl1A, with the ARlMA model given by (6). Since we are interested 

in linear filters, no outlier modifications were performed. 

Part A of Table 7 gives the main characteristics of the 

original series and of the eomponents (in 10gs).(For the former, the 

seasonally adjusted series and the trend, a V2 transformation was 

used, neeessary to achieve stationarity.)It is seen how seasonal 

adjustment preserves the low-order autocorrelation of the original 

series. As for the seasonal autoeorrelation, the adjusted series, the 

trend and the irregular display a relatively large negative value of 

P12' In particular, for the adjusted series, P12 = -.47. Even 

if optimal seasonal extraction induces negative values for P12 , the 

former value seems undesirably high.It implies a non--negligible two-year 

periodie effect and suggests the possibility of overadjustment. (The 

large negative value of P12 for the adjusted series was not affeeted 

by varying the length of the Henderson moving-average.) 
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Tabla 7 

Imports: Characteristics of the Components 

Series Variance 

I i Original 
-, 

( .68) 10 ¿ -.63 .07 .02 66.6 

.---t------+-------+--------.-----' 

I I Seasonally 

'1 Adjusted 

1

1 
linear) Trend 

A 
(XlI 

(.45) 10-1 - .65 .06 - .47 113.0 

.92 .73 -.33 376.9 (.10) 10- 4 

-.29 ... 19 .. .37 46. i¡ 

-"--------:-. . t '':''~~=r_._-+ __ (_._5_7_) _lO_-_2 __ +--_ 
---------_._--_.--¡ 

I Seasonally 
i Adjusted 

! 

( .52 j -.62 .02 -.28 85.4 

i (Mode1- i I 
based) i Trend ( .16) 10-/ .¡ I 

I i 

B 

50 . .04 . .16 50.6 

.... __ ~ -+. _I_r_l'."_e_
g

_u._1_a_r __ -+-__ < _. _6_9._> _1_0_-_2_ =*=--------+----.--.-----1 -.19 -.15 -.15 22.4 

B 
(Xll 

i Seasonal1y 
i Adjusted 

default)i Trend 

I 
Irrregu1.ar 

I 

(.47) 10-1 -.65 

(.42) 10- 4 

- ,24 

.07 -.36 92.4 

-.20 .38 165. '. 

-.1fi -.25 29.6 I 
______________ J 
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Finallyo the irregular ls Dol claBe to white-noise and, foc 

example, Q(12) = 46.4, Sinee lhs irregular ls computad as what ls 1eft 

afte!:" trend and seasona1ity have beso removed, some negative 

autocorre1ation for. 1ags 1 aod 12 could be expected. Nevertheless, the 

values PI = -.29 and P12 -.37 seem again large. Sinea our 

¡;)\,!rpose was to remove white-noise variatian, it would be deslrabIe, 

after all, to actually remove something clase to it. 

3.3. ARIMA-BASED SIGNAL EXTRACTION 

In the ARIMA-based approach, the Airline model ylelds lhe 

fOllowing speciflcations for the components: 

2 v log P4 = ~(B) e t ,-
UCS) log St : B(B) b t 

and 1015 white-noise. The polinomials a(B and ~(3) are of 
a 

arder 2 and 11, respectively. Since log mt = log Pt + log lit 

sud the componsnts are orthogonal, lag m~ is also ao lMA(2,2) 

modelo Figures 14 BDd 15 exhlbit lhe frequency domaln representation of 

the trend and seasonal models. 

Part B of TabIe 7 summarizes Lhe characteristies of ~~he 

eslimated components. As with RllA, the ION arder autocorrelation of 

the series ls Rot much affecled by BeBIDoal adjustment. AlBO, lhs 

lag-12 aulocorrelation fol:' the adjusted series, the trend snd lhe 

irregular are al1 th!:'ee negative, bul oE much amalle!:' (hence more 

acceptable) absoluta valua. Comparlaoo of tbe variances of the 

sBasonally adjusted series shows that XlI t~eats more of the series 

variation as seasonality 

In agreement wHh the theoretical decm,lpos i liüo, both ,i 
a ? 

log mt aud :r log P t behave as a low Cordel' MA p!':ocess. Since, 
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in the trend case, PI = .5 and P2 is close to zero, B = -1 will 

(approximately) be a root of a{B), which implies a zero in the 

spectrum for lA) = 11'. Hence the estimated trend is a "canonical" 

trend, with no superimposed noise. 

Finally, the estimated irregular is reasonably white-noise, 

with Q(12) = 22.4. The values of PI and P12 are ne~ative, as 

should be expected, but of moderate size. Notice that, on top of being 

closer to white--noise, the model-based irregular has a larger variance 

than the XII one. 

Therefore, the import series illustrates a case in which Xl1 

overadjusts when little seasonality is present in the series. Some of 

the trend and (especially) irregular variation is treated as seasonal. 

On the contrary, the ARlKA-based method appears to properly handdle 

what seasonality is present in the series, and provides more 

satisfactory components' estimates. 

One final comment: we have centered the discussion on linear 

filters. Part C of Table 7 summarizes the properties of the estimated 

components when X11A is used with the outlier default option. The 

.evidence of overadjustment decreasesj still, the ARlMA-based method 

seems preferable. {Despite their erraticity, none of the series seems 

to be much affected by outliers. For the export series, 5 residuals and 

5 irregular are larger in abs01ute value than the corresponding values 

of 20, and one of each barely equals 30. In the imports case, 6 

residuals and 5 irregulars exceed -in absolute value- the 20 limit, 

with none reaching 30. Since T=120, these are reasonally in 

agreement with the tails of the Normal distribution. A simple and more 

general Normality test, particularly appropriate for the detection of 

outliers, is given by the ACF of the squared residuals (see [121). For 

exports, the associated value of Q12 is 10.8 and for imports, 

Q12=12.7. Hence both series appear to behave as linear processes. Of 

course, when appropriate, outlier treatment can also improve the 

model-based method, see [81.) 
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Thus the ARlKA-based decomposition of the export and import 

series, using in both cases the Airline model specification, captures 

wel1 (in particular, better than Xl1A) the under1ying components in 

both series. These are disp1ayed in Figures 16 and 11 and Tab1e 8 

summarizes the standard deviation of the revisions in the concurrent 

estimates of the seasona11y adjusted series and the trend (both 

measured as V1og, mu1tip1ied by 12 and expressed in percent points.) 

Tab1e 8 

standard Deviation of 

the Revisions in Concurrent Estimates 

Exports 

Imports 

Seasona11y 
Adjusted Series 

68.3 

55.5 

Trend 

2.45 

3.53 
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Figure 16 

Exports: Componentes (in logs) 

1'5 
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Imports: Components (in logs) Figure 17 
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4. THE BALANCE OF TRADE SERIES 

An important foreign tracie series is the balance between 

imports and exports. Since its trend, seasonal snd irregular variations 

are also of interest, and since these have to be consistent with the 

corresponding ones in the imports and exports series, we ahall loo k at 

the properties of the balance of trade components, obtained indírectly 

from the ARIMA-based components estimated for the latter two series. 

Having used multiplicative adjustment, we shall consider the difference 

in logs, hence the ratio rt = mt/x t ,. 

When log mt and log xt fo1.low Al.t"li ne type models, i t i s 

easily seen that ~V12 lag I"t ls an MA(q) where q may be larger 

than 13 if there i5 lagged crosscorrelation between the two univarlate 

innovations. As sean in figure 18 for lags different from zero, there 

ls only sorne small seBsonBl crosscorrelatioD. Thus log rt viII not 

depart muen from an Airline structure. UUso the potenUal 

mu1t: i vari ate methad seems mi flor. } 

Letting r~ denote ths seasonally adjusted rt-series, 

and Pt and ut its trend and irregular components respectively, 
2 2 a 

'rabIe 9 di ays the maín features of V log r t , V lag r t , 
,,2 , . 1 v Lag Pt ana .og when lndireet ARIM.'I.-based estimation i13 

n fr.om <l. 

usad. The components in the b.<llance (lf trade series behave guite 

properly. rirBt, seasonal ustment deBs not alter tte low-arder 

autocorrelBtion of the series. Secand, the seasanal autocorrelation oE 

the adjusted series, trend and irregular i5 ive (as should be 

Bzpected) though 
2 

'il log 

or modera!:e si ze. Th h'd, both log 
t 

and 

are lowoo-ordet' MA's, in Rgreement with the 

tbe trend presenta (app~oximately) a zera for ~ = w. behaviog thUB 

as a canonieal trend. ~ the 1 appears to be ~,~hite-noise"t 

with 12) '" 11.6 (and s:mttll negativa valu.;)s fol': anci 

From BU applied polnt cE view it is of interest that if the 

balance ser les h computed e,g 'che difference -instead of as the ratio-

the previDUS results are practically unaffecLed. 
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Table 9 

Balance series; Characteristics of the Components 

Series Variance 

Original .102 -.67 .20 .18 69.6 

Seasonally Adjusted .062 -.69 .25 -.17 78.1 

Trend (.15) 10-4 .54 -.03 -.03 50.1 

Irregular (.94) 10-2 -.07 -.00 -.05 11. 6 

Figure 18 
Crosscorrelation Function: Exports and Imports Residuals iT 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Foreign trade is supposed to play an important role in the 

evolution of the Spanish economy, and the monthly series of exports aud 

importa are closely watched by policy-makers aud the media. Due to 

their wild oscillations, they are difficult to interpret and inevitably 

induce a manlc-depressive behavior in the followera. In crder to get a 

better víew of their underlying evolutlon, both series are seasonally 

adjusted at the Bank of Spain, by running XlI once ayear (the standard 

treatment of many hundred series.) The adjusted series however offer 

little improvement. 

This paper analyses monthly monitoriog of lhs foreign trade 

series. Since our objective is to provide a practical solution to a 

real world "rotitine" aperation, we confine our attention to methads 

which can be enforced routinely with lhe same level of simplicity B5 

XE .. Specifical1y we consider Xll ARHtA and ARIKi',-(nsed signa: 

extraction. 

Dua to the characteristics of the two series, the concurrently 

sessonally adjustad measures are highly erratic and subject (maioly in 

the expo['ts eaSBJ to larga revisions. In arder to obtain a smoother 

measut'ement wa e:!ttract, 'aeOlidas seasonality, white-noise irregular:' 

var.lation. Hence we \~on8ider lhe overal1 decomposition: 'u:,end/seasonall 

irregular~ where the latter is white--noise. since t:hey represenl 

measurement error~ the s~ze of the revisiollS in the concurrent estimate 

of the components ls also uf interest. 

80th series display a large irregular. The exports one contains 

a reJ.ati important, not very atable, seasanal and a relativaly 

slable trend. On the contrary, imports conlain littlB, falrly atable, 

season~lity and a 1ess atable trend (compare Figures 14 Bnd 15 Bnd 

Figures 16 and 17). Both fit however ioto the Airline model 

specification. Considet"ing the ARlMA interpr"etation of xn t.he two 

series are -se to speak- Dot too distant, Dor too clcse to that 

structure~ 
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section 2 of the paper illustrales an interesting empirical 

property of ARlMA models, when used in signal extraction. Models which 

differ little in terms of fits or forecasts ("series compatible 

models") may provide remarkably different decompositions. Thus when 

signal exlraction is to be perforemed, the usual criteria for ARlMA 

modél selection are innapropriate. Simple and useful additional tools 

are, for example, lhe frequency domain representation of the seasonal 

and trend models implied by the overall ARlMA, and the ACi." of the 

eslimated irregular. 

It ls then seen how (if sensibly used) ARlMA-based signal 

extraction can improve substantially over XII results. In the case of 

exporls, this traslatas into a betler separation of trend and 

irregular. For the import series, it affeets mostly the seasanal and 

irregular. 

A convenienl feature of the ARlMAbased method ls thal it 

offet's a proper framework lo analyse results. Section :3 illustrates 

this point. For a given overaIl model, lhe implied models for lhe 

components can be derived. Thus, on the one hand, the properties of 

these models can be checked against our a priori notioos of what are 

desirable trend-seasonal-irregular properties. On the ather hand, it is 

possible to ses whether the estimated components are reasooably close 

to their theoretical modela. (Of course, by permitting systematic 

analysis, the method also provides the basis for improvement.) 

FinalIy, section 4 analyses indirect estimatian of the 

components for a third series of interest: the balance between imports 

and exports. The ARlMA-based method is sean to perform'lery well, 

Ihe three-component ARlMA-based method ls presently used in 

monthly monitoring of ths foreign trada serias at tha Bank oE Spain. lt 

has raducad indeed the manic-depressive moods (see Figure 19) and 
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Figure ~13 

Exports: Rates of GroVJth of Seasonally Adjusted Series and of Trend 
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increased the precission of the measurements. Since the Airline model 

is the default option in Burman's program, the operational simplicity 

is the same as that of XII ARlHA in its Automatic option. Moreover, the 

better results obtained with the model-based method cast some doubt as 

to the validity of the assertion in [6] that "a series obeying 

VV12 Yt = 6(B)at for some polynomial 6(B) might be fairly 

accurately analyzed by the census program". A more general conclusion 

is that ARlHA-based signal extraction has come of age and is ready for 

large-scale real world applications. 
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